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Building with Ducts in Conditioned Spaces 
Conditioned Attics 

 
Application: This approach is most useful in single-story 
homes, because it allows easy access to every room. It could 
also be used for the upper story in multi-story homes.   
 
Description: By locating the thermal boundary at the roof 
plane instead of the ceiling, a large area of useful space is 
created in the attic. Insulation, air barrier and vapor retarder 
are all attached to roof framing.  
 
One common way to create a conditioned attic is with spray 
foam applied to the underside of the roof sheathing. Two 

types of spray foam are available, each with its own requirements. Low-density spray foam (0.5 pounds/cubic 
foot) has an insulating value of about R3.5-R4.0 per inch. It would require about 10 inches of low-density foam 
make R38.  Low-density foam is vapor permeable and requires a vapor retarder on the inside surface, which is 
most easily applied as a paint. High-density spray foam (2.0 pounds/cubic foot) has an insulating value of around 
R6.0 to R6.8 per inch, and would achieve an overall value of R38 with about a six-inch-thick application. While 
high-density spray foam does not require a vapor retarder it does need a fire-rated coating, which is again often 
applied in paint form.  
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Some manufacturers of composition shingles require ventilation below their products. When using spray foam, 
the roof deck is not ventilated, so the warranties of some composition shingles will be violated. There are a few 
shingle manufacturers that offer warranties for this situation. Proof of the warranty may be required by the 
code official. Other materials, such as steel and tile, do not have similar installation requirements.  
Both spray foam products seal the attic well against air leaks. This creates a cozy attic space for the furnace 
equipment, ducts, and ventilation devices as well as heated storage for family heirlooms. The main difference is 
the insulation thickness needed to achieve a desired R-value.  
 
It would be possible to accomplish the same thing with blown-in insulation (fiberglass or cellulose), although a 
good deal of additional framing would be required to create cavities deep enough to hold full insulation (R38 to 
R60). A parallel chord roof truss or I-Joist roof framing could also create a cavity to hold insulation and provide 
nailing support for an air barrier attached to the bottom chord. Ventilation chutes (baffles) would be required to 
allow ventilation air to flow from the soffit vents to the ridge vent. The way the air barrier on the roof connects 
to the air barrier on the wall below will be tricky. One way to achieve this is to install solid blocking between the 
ceiling joists and then sealing the blocking with expanding foam. 
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If the attic extends over a garage or other unconditioned space, a wall must be built to separate the conditioned 
attic. The wall must be fully insulated and air sealed just like other exterior walls in the house.  
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Advantages:  

 Allows maximum flexibility in location of 
heating equipment, duct runs and registers.  

 Works with any ceiling height. 

 Completely avoids obstacles in single-story 
homes.  

 Very low potential for trade conflicts of 
scheduling problems.  

 In Oregon, spray foam applied to the roof 
deck is specifically allowed by the state 
code.  

 Doesn’t increase building height. 
 

Disadvantages:  

 Will not work in rooms with vaulted 
ceilings.  

 Large increase in surface area and building 
volume, which would increase the 
building’s heat loss rate.  

 However, the additional losses are 
considerably lower than the gains, so there 
is still a substantial overall benefit.  

 Spray foam is generally much more 
expensive than other insulation materials. 

___________________________________________________________________________________________ 
 
 
Key challenges: 

 Cost of spray foam 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Cost considerations: 
$ Additional cost of spray foam 

insulation.  

$ Reduced heating system size 
and shorter ducts might 
reduce cost.  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Keys to Success: 
 Select a roofing product that 

can be installed over an 
unvented attic while 
maintaining its warranty.  

 Carefully compare the cost of 
low-density spray foam with 
a vapor retarder application 
against high-density spray 
foam with a fire-rated 
coating for the same R-value.  

 Choose sealed combustion 
equipment that operates 
quietly. If the air handler is 
located in the attic, be sure 
to minimize noise and 
vibration.  
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All team members should participate in a pre-design meeting with the project team to identify and solve 
potential issues. Additional guidelines for each team member are outlined below 
 
Designer:  

 Identify a central location for the air handler. 
Identify each duct path all the way to the 
register. Choose locations for duct runs that 
allow the space to serve as heated storage and 
for other uses. Be aware of noise issues when 
locating the furnace.  

 Pay special attention to areas with vaulted 
ceilings that might pose obstacles to ducts.  

 Carefully detail the way the air barrier on the 
roof connects to the air barrier on the walls.  

 
General Contractor: 

 Require the designer and all trades to attend a 
pre-design meeting to discuss the ducts inside 
approach and everyone’s responsibilities.  

 Ensure the air sealing detail between the ceiling 
air barrier and the wall air barrier is continuous 
and durable.  

 Ensure accessibility to all furnace components 
for maintenance and repair, such as filters, 
access panels, controls, etc. 

 Ensure there is adequate space around the 
furnace or air handler to meet the minimum 
clearance requirements in the code. 

 
Framer:  

 Install parallel chord trusses or I-joists, if used.  
 

Drywall Installer: 
 Install drywall on rafters for I-Joist and parallel 

chord truss methods. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

HVAC Contractor:  
 Size the heating equipment and design the 

ductwork taking into account the smaller heat 
load and shorter duct runs.  

 Select quiet furnace equipment.  

 Always install sealed combustion equipment 
with proper combustion air supply ducting to the 
outside.  

 Avoid locating ducts joints near obstacles that 
will interfere with fastening and sealing ducts. 

 Seal all ducts with mastic paste.  

 Connect the fresh air duct and damper to the 
return duct near the grille.  

 
Insulator:  

 If spray foam is used, be sure it is applied at the 
proper temperature and thickness to achieve the 
desired R-value.  

 If blown-in insulation is used, be sure it is 
installed at the proper density.  

 
Plumber: 

• Insulate PEX pipe near ducts. 

• Be sure that a condensate drain is installed at 

the furnace location. 

Project Team Member Guidelines 


